CBB Seed Funding Application 2022 Round 6

For more information, please visit CBB Seed Funding (cbb.uwaterloo.ca)
Please complete and submit your application by email to cbb@uwaterloo.ca
A copy of the electronic Waterloo cover sheet for sponsored research activities must accompany this application form
Submission Deadline: January 10, 2023, 11:59 pm

1. Title:
   Proposal title

2. Principal Applicant:
   The principal applicant (PA) must be a CBB faculty member (definite/continuing term) at Waterloo and will serve as the contact person for the seed funding award.
   *Include the name and department. Please attach the PA's most recent version of their CV, in any format.

3. Co-applicants at UW (name, department):
   List the name(s) of any UW collaborator(s) for this project and indicate whether these are pre-existing or new partnerships (no prior collaboration). For each pre-existing partnership, please describe the interaction.

4. External Partners:
   Identify your external project partners (from other institutions and/or organizations) and indicate whether these are pre-existing or new partnerships (no prior collaboration). For each pre-existing partnership, please describe the interaction.

5. The problem or issue being addressed and its impact:
   MAX 100 words
   Using lay language, please describe the problem or opportunity (e.g. why is this project important and what is its impact? Think about how you want this project communicated on twitter or the CBB public-facing website).

6. Priority Funding Pools:
   MAX 250 words
   Please specify if you are applying to one of the CBB seed fund priority funding pools (i.e., Health and Medical Professional Development or Access to Data). If you are applying to a priority funding pool, please describe how this project addresses the objectives of the pool.
   **If you are not applying to a priority funding pool, please indicate N/A.**

7. Interdisciplinary Collaboration:
MAX 250 words  
Briefly explain the interdisciplinarity of your project and describe how this increases its chances for success.

8. Co-applicant(s)’s and partner(s)’s Contribution:  
Briefly describe the role of each collaborator/partner in this project. How will they contribute to the project’s success and influence the future scope? (e.g., project interdisciplinarity, providing lab facilities/equipment/personnel, data collection, knowledge translation, etc.)

9. Funding Request:  
Please answer the following questions:
• How much funding are you requesting?
• Have you previously received CBB Seed Funding? YES / NO
• Are you applying (or have you received funding) for any other internal funding opportunities at the University of Waterloo that relate to this project? YES / NO If yes – please list and describe.

10. Budget Justification:  
Briefly describe how you will use the requested funds. If applicable, please specify in-kind contributions to better demonstrate feasibility.

11. Acknowledgement:  
I understand and agree that receiving this support commits me to participating in a CBB event for seed funding awardees, and to serving on a future CBB seed fund review committee. In addition, I will acknowledge CBB Seed Funding support in all future publications, media releases, and presentations related to this project.
☐ Agree  
☐ Disagree

12. Subsequent support/project sustainability:  
MAX 250 words  
Please describe your plan for obtaining subsequent support for this project, include the timeline and funding sources. Applicants to the Health and Medical Professional Development priority funding pool may also describe revenue models for their developed training content if applicable.

13. Proposal:  
MAX 1 page. Please address the following:
• Problem statement – Outline the specific problem, issue, or research gap being addressed and briefly describe how this project aligns with CBB’s mandate and/or strategic priorities.
• Objectives and long-term project goals
• **Approach (with 1 year timeline)**
• **Potential impact and next steps**
• **References do not count toward page limits. Append references on a separate page**